
WRITE A PRISONER AZKABAN

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban is a fantasy novel written by British author J. K. . Rowling started to write the
Prisoner of Azkaban the day after she finished The Chamber of Secrets. Rowling's favourite aspect of this book was.

This accentuates his pride and effectively draws either loathing or pity from the reader. During the Second
Wizarding War , in which the Death Eaters took over the Ministry, the prison also fell into their usage. Known
Azkaban inmates "We have confirmed that ten high security prisoners, in the early hours of yesterday evening,
did escape. Harry and Hermione reach the hospital wing where they find Dumbledore, telling him that they
have completed the task. On an unauthorised visit to the village of Hogsmeade thanks to The Marauder's Map
, given to him by George Weasley and Fred Weasley , Harry overhears some of his teachers talking with
Fudge about Black. Harry involuntarily inflates Aunt Marge when she comes to visit after she insults Harry
and his parents. A purpose-built prison, located on some remote Hebridean island, was preferred, and plans
had been drawn up when Damocles Rowle became Minister for Magic. It is unknown how many surviving
Voldemort supporters and Death Eaters were imprisoned in the aftermath. At Hogwarts, Harry has several
problems with the Dementors, including an episode at a Quidditch match during which he faints and falls off
his broomstick from high in the air. In order to save Sirius, Dumbledore gives them cryptic instructions that
Hermione understands. Resolution â€” This is the climax of the story. This escape was followed by another,
still more ingenious and impressive, when Sirius Black managed to evade the Dementors single-handed. The
island in the North Sea upon which the first fortress was built never appeared on any map, Muggle or
wizarding, and is believed to have been created, or enlarged, by magical means. No serious opposition to the
continued use of the prison arose in the next few centuries, and no Minister considered closing the prison until
the Minister of Magic Kingsley Shacklebolt began major reforms of the entire Ministry in  Do you think case
studies of stories are a great way to learn story structure? I was in a very comfortable place writing number
three. Immediate financial worries were over, and press attention wasn't yet by any means excessive". I would
encourage you to give each of your characters a breaking point, that line that must not be crossed, or else. True
Hollywood Story. They turned a blind eye to the inhumane conditions inside the fortress, permitted it to be
magically enlarged and expanded and rarely visited, due to the awful effects of entering a building populated
by thousands of Dementors. Crookshanks is based on a real cat. Before they could reach any decision,
however, Diggory caught dragon pox and died. Most go mad within weeks. An example is when Barty Crouch
Snr and his wife were allowed a deathbed visit to their imprisoned son due to the former's high status in the
government; they took advantage of this privilege to smuggle Barty Jr out of prison. Harry thinks it was his
father who had cast that perfect Patronus charm, but soon he faints. Contents [ show ] History "Those who
entered to investigate refused afterwards to talk of what they had found inside, but the least frightening part of
it was that the place was infested with dementors. But this plot device proved problematic for Rowling later on
this series. As a result, Voldemort's Death Eaters escaped together to rejoin their master in both and  As they
move back toward Hogwarts, Lupin turns into a werewolf and becomes violent, having missed a dose of his
Wolfsbane potion. Lupin enters, and they explain the situation to Harry and his friends: Lupin is a werewolf ,
which led to his friends James Potter , Sirius Black, and Peter Pettigrew becoming animagi. Many citizens of
the magical community supported this move, due to the terror of Lord Voldemort gripping the nation; it was
only when the war ended and peace began to sink in did people saw Crouch's actions were too harsh. He
claimed that the Dementors living there were an advantage: they could be harnessed as guards, saving the
Ministry time, trouble and expense. Rowling Azkaban has existed since the fifteenth century and was not
originally a prison at all. When Lupin supposedly falls ill, the much hated Potions Master Professor Snape
temporarily takes over teaching Defence Against the Dark Arts and torments the class, much to their dismay.
Albus Dumbledore was one who had long disapproved of the use of Dementors as guards, not only because of
the inhumane treatment of the prisoners in their power, but because he foresaw the possible shift in loyalties of
such Dark creatures. Because of this, Harry is put under heavier surveillance by having teachers walk with him
through the castle etc. As they enter, a confused Ron looks on as Harry and Hermione from the past disappear
in front of him and the present ones enter from the door.


